
 



  

  



  



 
 

Hunt ID:3100-ID-G-L-4000-Sil-ElkMDeerBearWolfLion-ASL3AKESIL-OTM-A1CKM-Low Priced Combo 

 

Welcome to an ARCHERY Friendly elk hunting area. The only way an elk is shot here is with a bow, with 

only 1 exception per year with a rifle. This builds the average bull elk age greatly and the antlers show it. 



The 1 rifle hunt is on a special $3000 land owner voucher and hunt with a price tag at only $ 7,495. 

Hunt Details 

The archer Elk & Deer Combo guided elk and Mule deer with Meals and lodging is $ 6900 but discounted 

to the first 4 bookings of the year to only $ 3995 ! 

This is a state that hates wolves but since they are not normally in this area you may never see one but if 

you do you are free to shoot it. In fact, your Archery tag it with your Deer license they go to town and 

get another deer tag. That tag covers, Mule Deer, Wolf, Bear and even Mountain Lion. There aren’t 

many wolves in the area and we plan to keep it that way. If you see one art any time in any place when 

you have any weapon shoot it. Even if you miss the fear of being shot rests high on a wolf’s brain so he 

won’t want to come back, and that is what we want, no wolves to feel comfortable on this mountain. 

The area is prime elk habitat and the elk know it. The bucks you will see will be wall hangers but are 

spread across the mountain. The lower you get the higher the density of deer but the size/age level 

drops as well. 

With 1200 acres of private guided land surrounded by BLM for miles. Elk have a safety mechanism that if 

they get spooked safety is up hill, and we have the top of the mountain along with some adjacent to the 

top. When the BLM hunters begin at the bottom of the hill the elk are the first ones to make it to the 

top, not the other hunters which are fenced out. 

You can drive to camp and unload in your trailer. The private land is guided the BLM is either. There is 

trailer lodging on the property that you can drive to. 

The hunting is right on the top of a hill which is a big attractant to elk they always want to go up and you 

are on the top. 

The owner gets 1 rifle elk tag per year for the property and because of lack of hunting pressure there are 

a lot of mature bulls. As a rule, we don’t hunt but 1 Rifle bull elk hunt. This makes the elk hunting 

Archery only so we get some great elk with bows every year during the September. There is no where 

else that I know that they have archery only elk hunting. 

The property is lightly hunted in September and even though the BLM land is adjacent, other hunters 

tend to push deer and elk up the him to the private property. The Archery season in September when 

the rut is on. Your guide is excellent in getting the elk excited and coming in close. 

Lodging is in warm trailers not the normal tents that keep you up all night flapping in the wind, and 

sending cold air drafts throughout the tent. Meals are also provided, sometimes sack lunch and 

sometime returning to your soft bed for a mid-day nap. Bring a sleeping bag and you will have 

everything you need. An archery cube is provided if you want to check your arrows while in camp. 

The 5-day Hunts are booked as a 5 day hunt the 2 days for successful hunters to leave and new hunters 

to arrive. 

 
A Few Legalities  

For Complete Details se the Idaho Department of Fish and Game Web page. 

https://idfg.idaho.gov/rules/big-game 

https://idfg.idaho.gov/rules/big-game


 

This is a 2-bull elk area and has seen very little if any in the last couple of seasons. With archery elk 

means bull, cow, or spike which covers any elk. 

 

2nd bull elk………………………………………………………………. $ 1000 
2nd elk cow……………………………………………………………... $  500 
Extra Days price 1 on 1 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,$ 500 
Extra Days price 2 on 1 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,$ 250 
 
If Time is available 
Bear taken over bait.………………………………………….…. $ 250 
Caping…………………………………………………………………… $ 200 
Skinning a lion or bear………………………………………….. $ 400 
If you do any of these is there someone left to guide the other hunter? 

That is where the meat processor or Meat processor comes in they can take it in their rental car to the 

taxidermist or meat processor and not tie you up caping or skinning when your time can be very 

precious for guiding. 

 

Mike Lollar – Hunt Planner 

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = HuntingFishing@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

 

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

